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An Illustrated History of the United States of America (Background Books)Longman Publishing Group, 1990
A fascinating history of the USA from the time of the Amerindians to the culturally diverse but united country of today.
     
This is a companion volume to "An Illustrated History of Britain". It traces the history of the USA from the time of the Amerindians, through to the arrival of the Europeans, to the present day. Topics...
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The Transvestite Achilles: Gender and Genre in Statius' AchilleidCambridge University Press, 2005
"Heslin's analysis convincingly shows that Statius skillfully employs the literary past to revisit familiar questions and to offer new insights.  In the process, Heslin reveals a coherently intriguing and interesting Achilleid." - Charles McNelis, Georgetown University, Classical World    

       As we follow Achilles'...
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Sherman (Great Generals)Palgrave Macmillan, 2009
"A fast-paced look at the military career of Grant’s most trusted, effective subordinate, the latest from the publisher’s handy Great Generals Series." -- Kirkus Reviews








 
"An excellent brief life of a major and controversial...
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Is Democracy Possible Here?: Principles for a New Political DebatePrinceton Press, 2008
Politics in America are polarized and trivialized, perhaps as never before. In Congress, the media, and academic debate, opponents from right and left, the Red and the Blue, struggle against one another as if politics were contact sports played to the shouts of cheerleaders. The result, Ronald Dworkin writes, is a deeply depressing political...
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Cracking the Coding Interview, Fourth Edition: 150 Programming Interview Questions and SolutionsCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2008

	Now in the 4th edition, Cracking the Coding Interview gives you the interview preparation you need to get the top software developer jobs. This book provides:

	

	* 150 Programming Interview Questions and Solutions: From binary trees to binary search, this list of 150 questions includes the most common and most useful questions...
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Overbooked: The Exploding Business of Travel and TourismSimon & Schuster, 2013

	Tourism, fast becoming the largest global business, employs one out of twelve persons and produces $6.5 trillion of the world’s economy. In a groundbreaking book, Elizabeth Becker uncovers how what was once a hobby has become a colossal enterprise with profound impact on countries, the environment, and cultural heritage.

	
...
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The Vietnam War: The Definitive Illustrated HistoryDK Adult, 2017

	Created in association with the Smithsonian Institution, this authoritative guide chronicles America's fight against Communism in southeast Asia during the 1960s and 1970s, and comprehensively explores the people, politics, events, and lasting effects of the Vietnam War.


	Honoring those who served in the war at home or abroad,...
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The Myth of the Rational Market: A History of Risk, Reward, and Delusion on Wall StreetHarper Perennial, 2009
Chronicling the rise and fall of the efficient market theory and the century-long making of the modern financial industry, Justin Fox's The Myth of the Rational Market is as much an intellectual whodunit as a cultural history of the perils and possibilities of risk. The book brings to life the people and ideas that forged modern finance...
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Medicine and Victory: British Military Medicine in the Second World WarOxford University Press, 2004

	Medicine and Victory is the first comprehensive account of British military medicine in the Second World War since the publication of the official history in the early 1950s. Drawing on a wide range of official and non-official sources, the book examines medical work in all the main theatres of the war, from the front line to the...
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Cato the Younger: Life and Death at the End of the Roman RepublicOxford University Press, 2019

	Marcus Porcius Cato ("the Younger") is most famous for being Julius Caesar's nemesis. His sustained antagonism was in large part responsible for pushing the Romans towards civil war. Yet Cato never wanted war even though he used the threat of violence against Caesar. This strategic gamble misfired as Caesar, instead of...
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Explosives and Chemical Weapons Identification (Forensic Science Techniques)CRC Press, 2005
I have thought long and hard about this book. This book was not created to make money. It was created to save lives — the lives of first responders and the people they have dedicated their lives to protect, the general public.

What is a first responder? It is a phrase often mentioned in the press but rarely defined.
...
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IQ: A Smart History of a Failed IdeaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Advance praise for

IQ A Smart History of a Failed Idea      

"An up-to-date, reader-friendly account of the continuing saga of the mismeasure of women and men."
      —Howard Gardner, author of Frames of Mind and Multiple Intelligences: New Horizons      

"The good news is that you won't be...
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